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Introduction.
Let’s face it, robust profits in the restaurant industry have never

What if . . . things could be different? 


This white paper is a roadmap for restaurant owners and

been a given. In 2019, just prior to the pandemic, profit margins for

What if . . . restaurant owners didn’t have to accept the long-held

operators that details how strategically leveraging technology can

single location full-service restaurants averaged 6.2 percent,

belief that single-digit profit margins are a given? 


increase revenue, add efficiencies, enhance guest experiences,

according to an IBISWorld report. Over the last two years, amidst a

What if . . . restaurants could gain a quarter-point here, a half-point

and improve labor retention (all while lowering costs and stress).

growing array of COVID considerations—from sporadic restaurant

there, and move toward double-digit profit margins? 



To demonstrate how you can make your technology work better

closures and labor shortages, to increased food and supply costs

for you, and your bottom line, we’ll share insights from

paired with a sluggish supply chain—slim restaurant profit margins

conversations with restaurant owners who are grappling with the

have shrunk even more. 



same issues you are facing, as well as hypothetical scenarios that
illustrate the beneficial application of tech solutions. 


For the restaurant industry, historically saddled with outdated
technology, limited modern cloud-based solutions, and

The reality is, there is a path to higher profits for restaurants,
and the needle isn’t in a haystack, it’s in your tech stack.

Our approach here is to take a wide view, so that no matter what

disparate applications that couldn’t talk to each other in real

type of restaurant you run, you’ll be able discover the solutions that

time—or really at all—the pandemic had a profoundly

best fit your needs. Even if it feels like some of the guidance isn’t

destabilizing impact and made the dream of profitability even
more distant. Around the globe, and across industries,
businesses that were able to accelerate their digital evolution
were able to best weather the storm.

Whether you run a small or large restaurant, with a single location

pertinent, businesses are constantly growing and evolving, and you

or many, offering counter-service or full-service, by using the right

never know which sections may provide insights or inspiration that

technology the right way, greater profitability is more than possible,

will serve your business well in the future.

it’s plausible.
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Any restaurant owner or operator knows that overhead and cost of
goods represent a sizable portion of a restaurant’s profitability
calculation. Considering how incredibly unique they are from
restaurant to restaurant, though, we’ve chosen to focus on fixed
rather than variable costs.

Whether your restaurant is operating without any technology or
navigating between multiple platforms and interfaces, we want you
to consider a very big and very positive “what if?”

What if I could achieve more than the widely
accepted 5 – 7% restaurant margins?
We think it’s possible.

Thank you so much for reading. Let’s dive in to discover how
layering in the right technology, the right way, can set you on a path
toward greater profitability than you may have believed possible.
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Chapter 1.
Pre-shift.
There’s one thing that every single restaurant needs—people.

especially important because 77 percent of diners check a

SEO is the process by which your website can appear higher in

Whether you’re a family-friendly, dine-in, Italian restaurant that’s

restaurant's website before visiting—or ordering from—them. It’s

search results on search engines such as Google or Yahoo because

been around for decades or a brand new, vegan, counter service

important to not only have a website, but one that is optimized

it includes key words or phrases that are frequently used in searches

eatery, attracting (and keeping) customers is one of the biggest

for search through a technique called search engine

to discover restaurants like yours. Having a website that is

challenges every restaurant faces. So whether you’ve got white

optimization (SEO).

“optimized” helps ensure that your restaurant shows up higher in the

table cloths or white takeout napkins, the most pressing question

search results than competitors whose websites are not optimized. 


you can ask yourself is: how can I make it as easy as possible for
customers to find me?


Meet your guests where they
are—online.
In today’s digital age, the average American adult spends 3 hours

77%
of diners visit a

restaurant’s
website before visiting—or
ordering from—them



When customers search keywords, they are delivered to the part of
your website where those words appear. So the key is to keep your
focus narrow. The word “restaurant,” for example, is much too
broad. The ultimate goal of SEO is to appear in search results that
most specifically define what your restaurant offers so you can
attract your ideal customer. For instance, if you are exclusively a
steakhouse, the last thing you want to do is include the word
“vegan” on your website. Choose the words that your customers

and 43 minutes per day on their mobile device. That’s more than 20

would use to search for you. Let’s say you’re a ramen restaurant

percent of their waking hours. So when you ask yourself how you

that offers a great vegan option. Incorporating the two very specific

can make it as easy as possible for your customers to find you, the

(and very relevant) keywords “vegan ramen” into your SEO

answer is clear: meet them where they are—online. For starters,

improves the chances that your restaurant will show up in your very

make sure you have a nice and informative website. This is 



specific diner’s search results. 
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Y

our restaurant’s location is another key to improving SEO. If your

Say a person at the mall gets a hankering for a Neapolitan pizza

ramen house calls Atlanta home, be sure to have “best ramen in

after a long day of shopping. When they enter a search for “pizza”

Atlanta” in your keyword planning. If your restaurant is specifically in

in their browser, or Google Maps, a list of pizzerias in close

Midtown Atlanta, even better to include, “best ramen in Midtown

proximity to where they currently are populates the results as part

Atlanta.” The higher you appear in the search results, the more likely

of a “local pack.”

your target customer will click on your link and eventually visit, order
from, or reserve a table at your restaurant.

Google My Business (GMB) is a free business profile on Google.
Through an application programming interface (API) that enables

Without SEO optimization of your website, your business is less likely
to be discoverable online. Considering that more than two-thirds of
your customers are online, that’s a big disadvantage. 


The average person performs 3 – 4 Google
searches per day.
Google dominates the lion’s share of online searches, with an
average of 5.6 billion searches per day. That’s equal to more than
64,000 searches per second. Of the 3 – 4 Google searches the
average person performs per day, restaurant and food queries
consistently land in the top 20 searches on Google. Being
discoverable on Google is table stakes in this digital era. When you
consider that the phrase “restaurant near me” is searched 16.6
million times each month, it’s clear that being discoverable in your
local neighborhood is simply smart business. 


Google to “talk” to your restaurant’s website, online ordering
platform, and reservation software, a customer who searches your
restaurant can find your address, telephone number, and hours of
operation; view your menu and photos; see star ratings and read
reviews; and make a decision to place an order for pickup or
delivery, reserve a table for later, get added to the waitlist, or
navigate to your restaurant to dine-in—all via Google Maps all with
a single click.
In more technical terms, API is a messenger that processes
requests and facilitates seamless functioning of different software
systems. By enabling interaction between data, applications, and
devices, API delivers data and facilitates connectivity between
devices and programs.
To truly leverage Google searches and improve your profit margins,
you need two things: 1) To claim the GMB profile for your restaurant,
and 2) Ensure you have the right technology that integrates with

The phrase “restaurant near me” is searched
16.6 million times each month.

GMB via API so your customers can seamlessly choose from all the
options you have to offer. 
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Adding a Google My Business profile ensures that you are
showing up where diners expect you to be—on Google. In
addition to increasing your restaurant’s visibility on Google (both
Google Maps and Google Search) and improving search
rankings, having a GMB profile adds a layer of transparency
with easy-to-see star ratings. According to Tripadvisor, 94% of
diners base their decisions of where to eat by reading reviews.

Yet, remarkably, many restaurants do not take advantage of this
critical online tool. Why? When restaurant owners apply for a
GMB profile on their own, the verification process, via the US
Postal Service, potentially takes up to 10 days. With the help of an
intermediary, like SpotOn, days can be reduced to seconds with
an electronic submission process. In addition to saving days of

5 reasons why restaurants
should have a Google My
Business profile.
1. Google My Business greatly increases
visibility in this vast internet age.
2. Google My Business makes your business
stand out when customers search by name
on Google.

waiting, the swift process enables restaurants to increase profits

3. Google My Business enables your restaurant

as soon as they are up and running.


to appear as part of the “Local Pack” in Google
Maps, viewed in results as A. B. C. locations.

The added benefit of creating a Google My Business profile with
SpotOn is your content will automatically sync with your
restaurant’s online ordering site—ensuring your information is
always up-to-date.
Directions

4. Google My Business allows you to easily
engage with your customers, enabling
integration of online ordering, online
reservations, and reviews. 



Order

If you do one thing for your restaurant’s marketing efforts this
year, create your Google My Business profile. It’s an easy way to

5. Google My Business increases your
SEO, for free!



earn trust from customers, increase traffic and sales, and learn
more about your business with traffic insights. Plainly stated: a
Google My Business profile is a free and essential tool in 2022.
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Spotlights

Why choose SpotOn to
create your Google My
Business profile?
→ SpotOn makes it faster to create a Google My

→ SpotOn’s API integration connects your POS

Business account.

system [SpotOn Order / SpotOn Reserve] to Google’s
unique features.

SpotOn partnered with Google and has permission to create an
automatic Google My Business account for our clients due to our in-

Google My Business is required to integrate Google’s other features,

depth underwriting process. In under a minute, your Google My

i.e. Order with Google and Reserve with Google. While there’s zero

Business profile will be set up.


cost to pay Google, with SpotOn there is also no additional thirdparty fee, and you will have your online ordering and reservations
up and running on Google in minutes.


→ SpotOn automatically synchronizes key information
for your restaurant’s Google My Business profile.
SpotOn personalizes clients’ Google My Business accounts by filling
them with critical content that customers demand. The integration
process ensures that any changes you make on your website are
updated on your profile so diners are always looking at the most
current prices, accurate menu descriptions, and craveable images

Ready to learn more about how SpotOn can
help your restaurant?
Book your consultation.

Learn more

that can help them choose your restaurant over another eatery.
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94% of diners base their decisions of where to eat
by reading reviews.
If you’re like 94 percent of diners, chances are you look at online

respond to negative reviews gives restaurants the opportunity to

consider not only how this can rehabilitate negative perceptions,

reviews to decide where you are going to eat. So, while being

engage with customers, show them they are heard, make a change

but how you might utilize that feedback to improve your

discoverable is a critical first step, being appealing is a close

or make amends, and turn a critic into an advocate. Spotting

operations and staff.

second. On your Google My Business profile, star ratings—

reviews quickly is essential to showing that you are not only

calculated from customer reviews—greatly impact whether a

interested in what your customers have to say, but responsive.

customer chooses to order from or visit your restaurant.

Monitoring reviews manually on a daily basis is a seriously timeintensive task for owners and operators. SpotOn Review

Whether simply leaving stars or writing an in-depth written
critique, what people are saying about your restaurant online
matters as much as what they are saying on the street. Did you
know that 84 percent of customers trust online reviews as much
as a recommendation from a friend? Whether users discover your
business through search engines, recommendation sites, delivery
service providers (DSPs) such as DoorDash or Uber Eats, or

Management consolidates reviews from multiple sources—including
Google, Yelp, Facebook, Tripadvisor, OpenTable and more—so
restaurant operators can easily moderate and respond to reviews.
To make it even easier to stay on top of potential reputationdamaging reviews, SpotOn clients receive notifications each time a
new review is published, making checking in on your reviews as

33%

of customers won’t eat at a
restaurant with fewer than 4 stars



seamless as checking your mail. 


reservation platforms, user-generated reviews matter . . . a lot.
More than striving to deliver service worthy of stars, managing

Shifting your perception to see reviews as an opportunity for two-

your online reputation also means spotting, and responding to,

way communication enables you to be empathetic toward your

negative reviews. 


customer and earn both trust and loyalty. Occasionally—when given
the opportunity to have a dialogue about their complaint—

84% of customers trust online reviews as much as
a recommendation from a friend.

customers will remove a negative review or change their star rating.

For one-third of diners, 4 stars is the threshold where they switch

provide free, critical insights into what you’re doing right and where

from considering a restaurant to passing it by. Taking the time to

This matters. Improving your rating by even a half-star can boost
revenue by 5 – 9 percent. Beyond reputation management, reviews
you can improve. So as you read and respond to your reviews, 
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Plan for your guests’ arrival.
Reservations for full-service concepts:
After you’ve made it as easy as possible for your guests to find

Prior to the pandemic, reservations provided restaurant owners

you, you still need to get them through the doors of your

and operators a convenient way to streamline service, pace

restaurant. You’ll want to make this part as easy as possible,

traffic to avoid peaks, and operate more efficiently. During the

too. Restaurateurs and diners agree, reservations are a

reopening phase of the COVID pandemic, though, reservations

critical piece of technology for the modern dining experience.

became an essential tool for controlling capacity at a time when

There may still be a few restaurants that prefer a telephone

there were indoor seating restrictions. Now that customers have

line and a reservation book, but most of today’s diners expect

become more accustomed to making their reservations online,

the ability to make reservations online. Having accessible

restaurant owners can maximize reservation technology and

reservations via a website and integration with Google not only

use it as a tool to lower costs and increase profit margins.

lowers the barrier to entry for guests, but also helps restaurant
owners maximize covers.

One of the best ways to do this is to use reservations and the
waitlist feature hand-in-hand. While reservations helped
restaurant owners tackle indoor capacity, waitlists had their
pandemic moment, too, proving crucial for managing crowds
when socially distanced limits were at play. Waitlists not only

“Unlike with our other system, the customers never feel rushed and
the tables don’t sit open for too long. With SpotOn Reserve, the
tables get the full experience of the restaurant. Our average
Friday and Saturday used to be $9k – $10k and now it is $12k –
$14k. It runs smoother because there’s no longer that big crash in
the kitchen of all orders coming in at once. With an additional
table turn, our kitchen is more prepared and it’s very evened out.”

reduced the need for people to gather and wait, they enabled
restaurants to better set—and manage—expectations with
guests regarding the length of their wait and position in “line.”
Perhaps most importantly, during the pandemic the waitlist
feature enabled restaurant owners and operators to fill seats
amidst an increasing number of cancellations and no-shows.


Michael Harrel
owner, 11th and Bay
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Of course, waitlist software can also work well as a standalone,

But when it comes to a local restaurant where neighbors come to

providing a reprieve for restaurants that don’t need online

eat regularly, you want to consider the costs versus benefits of

reservations but have diners waiting for a table during certain

funneling reservations through a third-party reservation platform.

days or times. 


In addition to monthly flat fees, you may be charged up to $1 per
seated diner of a reservation. Once you’ve attained that
customer, they know how to find you. Make it easy for them to
make a reservation directly with you so you aren’t paying for that
customer “lead” long after they’ve become loyal. While these

Calculate your restaurant's
revenue potential.

repeat customers may only make up a smaller percentage of
your daily patrons, they contribute a larger percentage of
monthly revenue.

Try SpotOn's restaurant profit margin calculator to see

On average, 51% of small business revenue is
generated by repeat customers.


It’s as if your restaurant has a virtual toll booth outside and the
third-party platform is collecting a fee from you for every
reservation. Correction, for every diner that is a member of a
party with a reservation. You can see how those up to $1 charges
really add up.

SpotOn Reserve encompasses the functionality many third-party
reservation platforms offer and builds upon it with features that
remove additional points of friction and make the reservation

how you can increase profits with smarter technology.

process as seamless and streamlined as possible.

Calculate new revenue

estaurants using SpotOn Reserve saw a
75% reduction in no-shows.
R

When it comes to reservations, communication is key to
We talked a little about meeting your customers where they are—

managing expectations and minimizing no-shows. SpotOn

online—so they can find or discover your business. When restaurants

Reserve technology is enabled with SMS reservation reminders

are new (or new-ish), being visible on a third-party reservation

that you can set up anywhere from 24 hours to 6 hours before a

platform can lead to customer discovery and increased bookings.

reservation. This is not only incredibly helpful for reducing no-

This is also true for restaurants in high foot-traffic or tourist areas,

shows, but for empowering the customer to control—and track—

where the majority of your guests are new visitors. In these cases,

their reservation journey. As you can imagine, a robust interactive

standing out on reservation platforms’ search results is a valuable

waitlist feature where customers can add themselves to the

marketing tool to establish your eatery.

waitlist, enjoy the total transparency of seeing the wait time, and
track their place in line reduces the amount of time staff need to
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spend with customers before they even set foot in your doors. For
customers who have SpotOn Restaurant POS in addition to
Reserve for waitlisting, diners can even pre-order food while they
wait. The ripple effect here is in full effect—less frustration, less
time wasted, more happiness, and quicker table turn times (in the
case of those pre-orders!). SpotOn Reserve does not charge a
fee per party member in a reservation. That means that you will
not only be functioning more efficiently, but more profitably. The
potential savings will net your restaurant anywhere from
hundreds to thousands of dollars each and every month.

Cost of third-party platform
reservation fees.

Example:

→ Within your first 6 months in business, your new restaurant

$34,200
SpotOn Reserve potential
savings per year! 



has acquired an average of 150 covers per night

→ One-third of those covers (50) are discovered through a
third-party reservation platform—you wouldn’t have

It’s not just about increasing efficiencies and reducing costs,
though. SpotOn Reserve offers marketing integration, at no extra
charge, that enables restaurant owners and operators to take
control of their own customer base. As consumers add
themselves to the waitlist or make a reservation, their information
goes into the marketing platform. This helps restaurant operators
build a list of customers who they can retarget, send emails to,
and more, helping restaurant owners turn every customer into a
loyal and repeat guest.

these customers without the third party

→ The remaining 100 covers discover you through a Google
search or are repeat customers who book through the
third-party platform because that is their only option—this
is where you can save big by having them book directly

→ 100 covers x $1 x 30 days = $3,000 per month
→ $3,000 x 12 months = $36,000 per year
→ Minus a standalone SpotOn Reserve monthly fee at $150
per month ($1,800 per year)

→ SpotOn Reserve potential savings of $34,200 per year


*Fees are current as of date of publication (May 2022)
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Spotlights

5 ways SpotOn Reserve
impacts profits.
1. SpotOn Reserve does not charge per cover.

their scheduled reservation, send SMS reminders to guests who

5. SpotOn Reserve works 24-7.

have yet to arrive that their reservation is nearing, and
Unlike the third-party platforms, with SpotOn Reserve, restaurants

message guests after their reservation has passed to see if

Reservations can be made online at any time, day or night, using

can accept reservations through their own website, via widget, or

they’re still coming.

Reserve. Even if no one is there to answer the phone, reservations
are automated via the widget, thus reducing wages otherwise used

on Google, without being charged a fee per cover.

for a reservationist manning the phones.

4. SpotOn Reserve manages crowds with full-feature
2. SpotOn Reserve offers marketing integration at no

waitlist technology.

extra charge.
The waitlist function enables hosts to add guests to the waitlist and
Restaurants should own their own data. With SpotOn Reserve, you

recover lost revenue when diners don’t show up or cancel at the last

can take over your own customer base, then track and keep in

minute. Guests can also add themselves remotely and wait to head

touch with them without going through someone else.

to the restaurant until it is closer to the time their party will be
seated. At the same time, with a digital waitlist, hosts can collect
guests’ information when adding them to the list, which are then

3. SpotOn Reserve’s features reduce the number

seamlessly imported into their SpotOn Dashboard, where they can

of no-shows.

be leveraged for future marketing campaigns. The same can not be
said for names written with pen and paper. 


Cancel

Reservation
Table 4
Add to Wait List

Send SMS confirmation messages to guests 24 to 6 hours before 


Hold Table
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Imagine this...

The cost of no-shows and potential savings
with SpotOn Reserve.
Example:

→

Average of four (4) no-shows per week, without reservation

Managing your customers.

confirmation 



→

For a restaurant with an average guest check of $50

→

There are 8 busy days in a month	



	



“I own an Italian fine-dining restaurant in
SpotOn Reserve savings: 

1 no-show X $50 X 8 days per month = $400 saved


Tribeca, NYC, with 20 tables, open 5 nights a
week. I have a great long-standing reputation
built with customers from all different platforms:
my website, social media, and word-of-mouth.
60% of my revenue is generated from repeat

$400
per month saved

with SpotOn Reserve

customers. It was discouraging to see how I did
the work in retaining customers but still had to
pay $1/person on my reservation platform. By
implementing SpotOn Reserve, I can pay less and
invest elsewhere in my business. With SpotOn
Reserve, I save over $400/month.”

SpotOn Maximizing Profits / 2022
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Restaurant type:

Calculator:

Imagine that you are the owner of an Italian fine-dining restaurant in

Cost of competitors: $1/diner (based off OpenTable, with

Tribeca, NYC. Your customers are big-spending; we’re talking $200

average party size = 3.4)



bottle of wine type of people that often come in big groups. If you
search “Best Restaurants in NYC,” you come up first in the queue.

SpotOn Reserve pricing -SaaS fee of $100/mo


Calculate your savings by multiplying your number of

Managing your customers:

monthly reservations from repeat customers by $1 and
then subtract $100.

I have a good reputation built, with customers coming from all
different platforms: my website, social media, and word-of-mouth.
Repeat customers generate 60% of my revenue. I’ve already
attracted customers and still have to pay per diner through my
reservation platform. The costs started to add up: my previous

Book A Reservation

Find out how other fine dining
restaurants manage their reservations
with SpotOn Reserve.

reservation software took $1 per person.


Learn more

Monday, August 16
Main Floor / Party of 2 / 2:30PM

First name

Last name

Phone number

Email

Additional details (optional)
Birthday

SpotOn tech and benefits:
*Fees are current as of date of publication (May 2022)


By implementing SpotOn Reserve, I could pay less and invest more in

Children in party

Anniversary

0

Business

Vaccinated

High Chair

Notes for restaurant

marketing to keep my seats full, even if I lost covers from my
reservations platform. Diners can easily reserve on my website, and my

Add Additional Guest Info

Book

staff can manage the customers coming in with an intuitive front-ofhouse interface. With Reserve, I can create a seamless digital

In partnership with
By continuing you agree to SpotOn’s Terms of service and Privacy Policy.

experience without taking a hit with fees. I now have more control over
my customers and business without resorting to third-party apps.
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Chapter 2.
During service.
People always appreciate getting their food in a timely, friendly,
and frictionless manner—handheld devices deliver extraordinary
value on all three of these accounts. When it comes to hospitality,
though, people can get a little nervous about bringing technology to
the table, worrying it might take away from the human touch. Truth
is, though, when it comes to delivering on the guest experience,
leveraging technology in the right ways leaves room for a more
meaningful human touch. From customer-facing displays and
handheld devices in the front-of-house, to kitchen display screens in
the back-of-house, technology can help increase efficiency, speed,
and—ultimately—profitability. Speed of service, speed of food
preparation, speed of check reconciliation, and speed of table turns
all result in happier employees and diners, and all are directly
impacted by technology.



Add tableside and customerfacing technology.

For full-service concepts:
SpotOn Serve handheld devices, used tableside, are essentially a
portable POS system that generate tremendous staff efficiency and
increased revenue in the front-of-house. Small enough to fit into an
apron or pocket, these devices make it possible for servers to do
more in less time. Servers no longer have to abandon their tables to
enter a drink order; add apps, mains, a round of drinks, or a
dessert; close out a check; or run a credit card. These devices take
and send orders, prompt modifications, process payments, and
split guests’ checks. Although they reduce the need for paper, they
can print receipts if guests want them.
It’s reported servers walk an average of 15,000 steps per 8-hour
shift. Eliminating the minutes spent walking (or running) back and
forth . . . and back and forth . . . from their tables to the POS adds
up. Servers are able to both turn tables faster while providing a
higher level of customer service. It turns out that not having to
disappear from a table to go to the POS provides more time to
form meaningful connections with guests. The connections formed,
thus increase the guest experience, and as a result, customer
satisfaction. In addition, the check reconciliation process is

SpotOn Maximizing Profits / 2022
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streamlined and pre-set gratuities alleviate the need for

Spotlights

the guest to calculate the tip, resulting in higher tips.
12:30

Handhelds also expand service range to outdoor spaces

4 reasons to use SpotOn
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More tech = More tips.
Restaurants that use SpotOn Serve saw average tips
increase from 19% to 24% 

Restaurants that use SpotOn QR codes saw average
tips increase from 8.5% to 15%

Credit Card - 2334

Case study.
How one restaurant
increased profits using
SpotOn Serve.

John Smith
Select a tip

10%

15%

20%

$0.39

$0.59

$0.79

Custom Tip

Table 1

4 Guests

42:20

Table 2

4 Guests

42:20

No Tip

With nearly 20 years of food service under her belt, Hillary
Holmes has worn nearly every hat in the restaurant from
bartender to line cook. As General Manager of Nashville’s

Table 3
Table 4
John Conan

Available

6 Guests

2:20

Submit

Gaining the time back also affords servers the bandwidth to
handle more tables. It all adds up, acting as an income
multiplier for restaurants: more tables, quicker turns, happier
customers, less stressed staff, and bigger tips. This means more
tables turned, and more tips per table. With the labor shortages
and challenges retaining staff, handheld devices increase
efficiency and at the same time keep employees happy with the
bonus of increased tip percentages. 


Von Elrod's Beer Hall and Kitchen, Holmes oversees the
staffing and economic health of the 4-year-old, 700-seat,
“larger than life” beer hall with open kitchen, scratchbakery, butchery, smokehouse, and beer garden. 

The critical piece of technology Von Elrod’s can no longer
afford to live without are the SpotOn Serve handhelds.
Utilizing SpotOn Serve, Von Elrod’s saw their restaurant’s
sales climb and labor decrease, and Von Elrod’s servers
saw their tips climb 4 to 6 percent, resulting in an average
gratuity as high as 24 percent. When you factor in that
they are covering more tables, again you get that income
multiplier effect that works wonders for labor retention. 
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With SpotOn Serve, Von Elrod’s tips increased
VVon Elrod's increased average guest spend by
Von Elrod's reduced headcount needs by

4-6%
$14
40%

According to Hillary Holmes, General Manager, Von Elrod's Beer Hall
and Kitchen Nashville, TN, these were the main contributing factors:

taking the drink order from the last person, drinks are already showing

[

]

Reduced errors.

up at the table ,” says Holmes.

Closing out checks for large parties with multiple credit cards with
varying amounts used to be a juggling act, but no more. “Now it’s

Decreased wait time.
Holmes explains servers no longer wait for the bartenders to
prepare the drinks. “That process to order and bring a beer to a

all done by servers with a cell phone-sized handheld beside the
table where the guest digitally signs, tips, and receives a receipt
with none of the mess that normally goes into splitting a check of
a large party,” says Holmes.


guest used to take 10 minutes, now it takes just two,” says Holmes.


Increased satisfaction.

It’s evident that guests are happier with the convenience of SpotOn
Serve as tips increased by four percent. “The service team creates

Fewer team members.
Prior to SpotOn Serve, on a typical Saturday, the restaurant
operated with up to 35 staff per shift. “Now, we can run that same
floor with six servers instead of 10, and we are delivering a better
experience,” says Holmes.


“That time it takes to walk from a table and enter an order in the
POS to the time the beer is poured—all of that intangible time is
what we’re getting back.”

.

a faster experience and that creates a better experience They end
up spending time laughing with their guests and the added face

—

time creates a better relationship which correlates to a higher tip

!

guests want to tip people they like ” says Holmes.


Hillary Holmes
General Manager, Von Elrod's Beer Hall and Kitchen Nashville, TN


fficiency.

Increased e

Located in the official bachelor-bachelorette capital of the world, Von
Elrod’s frequently hosts large parties. “We have long tables where we
can seat 20 – 30 people. With SpotOn Serve, by the time a server is
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QR codes.
A QR code, short for “quick response,” is a pixelated computer

While QR codes eliminate the safety concerns some customers have

generated code, similar to a bar code, that can be scanned using

regarding touching a customer-facing common screen in counter-

the camera of a smartphone to launch a website, connect to an

service concepts, they can also help minimize walk-outs. You might

ordering app, and even complete the payment process. During

not even know how frequently a customer walks in, sees a line, and

the COVID 19 pandemic, the restaurant industry saw a rapid

immediately walks out based on their perception of how that long

adoption of QR code use as a way of managing the labor

line will impact the time it takes for them to be eating their food.

shortage and providing a contactless ordering and payment

Incorporating QR codes into your business can help keep those lines

option. Nearly two years after the arrival of the pandemic, most

from getting so long that they deter would-be customers. 


consumers have taken out their smartphones to scan a QR code.
Most recently during the largest sporting event of the year to
capture Coinbase’s bouncing code! Though it was an awkward
start, customers have adjusted to the technology. Now, according
to the most recent research report by Deloitte titled, “The
restaurant of the future: A vision evolves,” consumers demand a

QR codes aren’t just for counter-service, though. In some fullservice restaurants they are helping bridge the labor shortage
gap by making it easier for customers to place, add to, and pay
for their orders.

convenient and seamless digital experience at restaurants.

For cash-strapped restaurant owners of limited-service or quick
service concepts, QR codes can also act as a "pocket kiosk" or selfordering kiosk, providing a cost-effective alternative to a traditional
kiosk, which can run on average from $1,200 – $4,000.
“We think the future is in QR codes in a lot of ways, where we're
going to be able to offer our guests a faster, better experience
with less labor.”
Kevin Youkilis
Owner, Loma Brewing Company, Los Gatos, CA
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5 Profit-driving purposes for QR codes.

For full-service concepts:

For counter-service concepts:

1. After an initial order is placed, use self-serving QR codes for guests to add a

1. For counter-service concepts, QR codes make it simple for customers to view a

second round of drinks. This allows the server to tend to other tables, and guests to

digital menu—even before they reach the front of the line—promoting a faster

take control of their own drink (or dessert) destiny and increase check averages.



ordering process.



2. For an outdoor dining area, a distance away from the main seating, a QR

2. Customers can also take control of their entire ordering process, by taking the

code cuts down on otherwise out-of-sight, out-of-a-servers-mind diners,

next step to place their order. This eliminates the need for a register and supports

keeping those tables turning. 


cashless businesses.



3. During high-traffic weekends or holidays (i.e. St. Patrick’s Day) that put
pressure on bar staff, increase your speed of service by using QR codes to

3. Decrease the need for paper (as well as the expense of printed menus) and give
yourself the opportunity to plan and update your menu on the fly—saving you money

eliminate the need for guests to flag down a bartender. 


each time you want to change it. When the menu does change, whether because of

4. For settling the check, direct customers to QR codes for a speedy, self-service

restaurant’s menu in the POS.




check reconciliation process.


5. Decrease paper waste and the expense of printed menus by using QR codes that
connect guests directly to a digitized version. Another positive benefit, QR menus
are updated in real-time when synched to a restaurant’s online menu. 





supply chain issues or by choice, QR menus are updated in real time when tied to the

4. Strategically post QR codes before customers reach the counter—on the front door
facing customers walking by on the street, inside the entrance, on standees on tables
(offered free with SpotOn), or wherever your customer may want to view a menu or order.




5. Use QR codes as a way to turn customers into regulars. Build that relationship by
ensuring the QR code process is connected to your loyalty program. 
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In addition to proper staff training and customer education to
make this product successful, we suggest that full-service

How can QR codes help your
bottom line?

restaurants find a blend between QR technology and
hospitality that works for your concept and clientele. If you are
using QR codes to bridge the labor gap, be sure to balance

Calculate how much new revenue QR codes can help your

technology with a human touch at each table. Adding QR

restaurant generate with our free margin calculator.

codes should free up time for staff to streamline the transaction
piece of the experience and focus on fostering relationships

Calculate QR revenue

Paid

with guests. Remember: a friendly face will always increase
customer satisfaction.

After using QR codes for 90 days,
SpotOn clients saw:

“SpotOn’s QR code technology allows guests to get a second or
third beer without a long wait time or to get up to go somewhere
to get it. We were typically seeing between $30 – $32 per guest
average, and now we’re seeing $40 – $50 per guest average. We
owe that to those additional beverages hitting those guest
checks.”

Check averages increase by

3%

Total sales increase by

9%

Hillary Holmes
General Manager, Von Elrod's Beer Hall and Kitchen Nashville, TN
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Imagine this...

Restaurant type:
Imagine you are a sports bar & restaurant located in a big college

Turning tables faster.

town. You are a full house on game days and need to keep up with
demand. You attract customers from students to visitors and need to
serve unexpected high volumes.

Scenario and paint points:
The toughest challenge I face is college game days. We get home

“Game days in our college town are filled with

and away visitors who like to bar hop in town. We have slower

opportunities, serving close to 500 customers. We need

service, dissatisfied customers, and lower margins without the

to keep tables flowing and one of the best ways we’ve

necessary software and hardware to turn tables faster.


done that is by using SpotOn Serve and QR codes. Our
servers can do less walking back and forth with Serve,
which allows them to take and pay for orders straight

SpotOn tech and benefits:

from the table. QR codes are placed at every table
allowing customers to order and pay directly from their

By using SpotOn solutions like Serve and QR, I can turn tables faster,

phones, while also keeping tables moving. We are

increase revenue, and satisfy customers with better quality and

serving 10% more guests since implementing, and we

quicker service. My servers can take orders and checkout on the fly

couldn’t be happier with the results.”

at the table with SpotOn Serve. Guests can scan a QR code and
order and pay directly from their phone, which saves my servers
time. Overall, this has allowed us to take more orders, serve more
tables, and bring in more revenue.
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Calculator:
Imagine the quick-service restaurant is expecting 500 customers
for the night, with each customer bringing in $20 on average.

Improve workflows in the
kitchen with technology.

Without Serve and QR, the restaurant might expect to serve 10%
fewer people because they couldn’t fully serve everyone during

While customer-facing technology at counter-service and full-

When a KDS integrates with a restaurant’s POS, the minute

peak hours. This translates to around 500x20x0.1 = $1,000 less

service concepts speeds ordering and payment, and increases

an order is entered into the system—whether by a server, a

revenue for the night.


table turns, there are ways to maximize efficiencies in the

customer online, or via a QR code—it is immediately

kitchen as well. One way to do that is by replacing your thermal

relayed to the kitchen. That “ticket” not only instantaneously

paper printer with a Kitchen Display System (KDS).


appears on-screen in the kitchen, but is delivered directly
to the proper station on the line. 


With an electronic KDS in the back-of-house, no one on the
line has to pause while firing an order to pull a ticket from
ith the KDS screens we saw a decrease in food
production time from 12 minutes down to just 8 – 9 minutes.
The KDS screens also allow us to have a better labor spend
per hour. We can run what used to be a six person line with
only four cooks.”
“W

Find out how you can calculate
your potential savings.
Calculate your potential savings

illary Holmes

H

General Manager, Von Elrod's Beer Hall and Kitchen. 

Nashville, TN


the chit printer, or leave the fryer to refill the paper. Fewer
orders are lost, and modifications and food allergies are
clearly marked with color-coding. This ensures greater
efficiency and fewer refires. 


A

KDS system reduces the amount of time it takes to begin

processing an order, increases speed of cooking by
conveying the order information to the person who needs
to begin cooking, improves order accuracy, and
streamlines food production overall. 
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Spotlights

5 ways a Kitchen
Display System can help
increase profits.


3. Save time, spread satisfaction.
Streamlining efficiencies in back-of-house can shave minutes off
the time between when a customer places an order and receives it.
This faster service fuels satisfaction and makes it more likely your
customers will not only come back, but tell others about their
positive experience in person or through an online review.


1. Boost efficiency.
Orders are sent directly from the POS in real-time, eliminating the

4. Reduce paper.

need for servers to bring tickets or staff to retrieve tickets from the
printer. If you accept delivery from other third-party platforms, KDS

Whether you are motivated by making your restaurant more

can reduce the need for a full-time staffer to enter off-premise

environmentally friendly (some thermal paper is not

orders into the POS. This reduces labor costs and minimizes costly

biodegradable) or are looking to trim your budget, installing a KDS

margin of error.

reduces your annual costs for paper and ink.


versus online orders to manage flow and expectations. 


2. Increase accuracy.

5. Streamline off-premise orders.

This is especially important considering how labor

Digital screens help eliminate confusion because of unclear

Automatically adjust lead times for dine-in versus online orders

shortages have been impacting kitchen staff. Adding an

handwriting or lost paper tickets. This results in fewer errors, less

from DSPs or online ordering direct from your website. The

electronic KDS to your back-of-house can help operations

wasted food, and more happy customers. 


increased efficiency enables more orders to be processed and

If you accept delivery from other third party platforms, a
KDS can reduce the need for a full-time staffer to enter offpremise orders into the POS. This reduces labor costs and
minimizes costly margin of error. Additionally, the KDS
enables you to automatically adjust lead times for dine-in

with a smaller—or reduced—kitchen staff, run leaner and

more customers to be served and eliminates the need for staff to

faster, resulting in quicker table turns and the capacity for

re-enter orders or monitor in the POS.


more covers per hour and daypart.
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Thinking beyond the
four walls.

Online orders accounted for 30 – 40% of the
total order volume of SpotOn's top 25 clients
in 2021.

Ushering in profits from off-premise dining.

Adding online ordering to your restaurant’s dining options is

The National Restaurant Association reports that prior to the

The demand for
takeout/delivery.

pandemic, 80 percent of full-service restaurant traffic was onpremise. As we know, that script has flipped. Convenience has
been a driving force for consumers since the dawn of time—
well, at the very least, since the first McDonald’s opened. The
pandemic dramatically shifted consumer preferences and
forced restaurant owners to reconsider the flexibility, and
convenience, of their format. This revolutionized the way
restaurants approach their business model, with many adding
never before considered off-premise offerings like take-out
and delivery. 


pretty much expected these days—whether you are a fast
casual restaurant or a fine dining destination. For restaurant
owners who are paying up to 30 percent of online orders to
third-party marketplaces, the expense of adding online

→ 61% of diners order takeout or delivery at least

ordering can feel paralyzing. 


once per week

→ 68% order takeout once per month 


Start by reframing your thoughts about the cost of third-party
delivery providers, viewing it as an initial marketing expense

→ 52% order delivery more than once per month

that yields valuable customer leads. Once you have those

→ 53% of diners believe takeout and delivery are

in place a strategy that focuses on shifting third-party orders to

essential to how they live



customers, though, you can circumvent that “app tax” by putting
first-party. This means educating customers who have ordered
from your restaurant via a third-party provider on how they can

Consumers’ desire for delivery and take-out may have been

(Source: Deloitte Restaurant of the Future 2020)


order directly from your website in the future. Whether by
adding a line to each receipt or stapling a card to every bag,

accelerated by the pandemic, but there are no signs that

teach new customers how to develop the habit of ordering

consumer demand for off-premise dining is slowing down

directly from your website so you can turn them into repeat

any time soon. With this in mind—and in light of the ever-

customers. Once you do this, you eliminate the unnecessary

changing health climate—building flexibility and additional

expense and open up a direct line to that customer (and their

revenue streams into your business model is a smart

data), increasing revenue and loyalty. 


decision. 
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40% of customers prefer to order
directly via a restaurant’s own branded
website or app.
By connecting to Order with Google, you can help make the
transition from third-party ordering to first-party ordering
even easier for customers. SpotOn Order allows restaurants to
integrate technology that generates new sales, collect valuable
data, improve efficiency, and maximize the third-party
integration. And with our unique partnership with DoorDash,

“We have avoided third-party delivery specifically because
of the exorbitant fees, upward of 30% of sales being
charged, which would eliminate any profit for us. The fact
that SpotOn was offering a partnership with DoorDash
made it really easy.”
Frohman Anderson
Owner, Plant City X, Middletown, RI

we’re able to offer a flat-fee local delivery option for
restaurants that don’t have their own delivery drivers, which
can lead to huge savings compared to relying solely on thirdparty delivery apps.




Since 2014, mobile food ordering has grown
300%.

In 2021, SpotOn Order saved restaurants
$10M, an average of $4,700 per restaurant in
revenue versus third-party ordering.
Once you diversify your strategy, ushering in additional revenue,
make sure you have the right technology in place to help you meet
expectations and minimize stress. It can be a balancing act for

Remember that staggering stat about how the average

front- and back-of-house staff when it comes to managing the

American adult spends 3 hours and 43 minutes per day (more

influx of off-premise while hosting dine-in guests. For restaurants

than 20 percent of their waking hours) on their mobile device?

operating in a counter-service format, they may find themselves in

This is why making sure your online ordering is mobile-friendly

the weeds because of labor shortages or a lunch rush. Remember,

should be a top priority. SpotOn Order’s mobile-first design

you can—and should—set the pace. Order pacing is a feature that

easily allows customers to order directly from their phones via

enables eateries to control their incoming orders based on the

your website or with integration via Google (only possible with

capacity of the kitchen. Restaurants can set the pace and number

a Google My Business profile). 


of orders they are able to accommodate at any time, based on
staffing and throughput. For instance, with pacing, you can set the
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number of orders you will accept per 15 minute increments. While it
may feel strange to limit the amount—and even size—of orders
coming in, doing so ensures you can fulfill all the orders coming in
well, and in a timely fashion, without overwhelming your staff or
frustrating customers. 


Considering that the majority of customers prefer to pick up their
food rather than have it delivered, clear communication is

Spotlights

3 ways SpotOn Order
helped restaurants
increase their bottom line.

essential. Pacing makes it possible to better communicate with
customers via SMS text messages. Staff can have two-way

1. Sales processed increased by 3%

communication from the POS with customers who have placed
online orders. Whether providing curbside pick-up details,
informing about order changes, or updating the status of an order,

2. Total checks increased by 3%

transparent communication leads to increased customer
satisfaction. For example, once a customer places an order, they
receive an SMS text message that confirms their order was
received, tells them what time it will be ready, and provides pickup

3. Check averages increased by 2%



details to ensure a smooth process. 


95% of SpotOn’s customer’s customers prefer to
pick up their orders versus having it delivered.
Managing guest expectations is a simple, but essential, step that
keeps customers happy, which leads to repeat visits and positive
reviews. A win, win, win!
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Case study.
How one pizzeria
increased profits using
SpotOn Order.
Base Camp Pizza Co. has been serving the South Lake Tahoe

Once up and running with SpotOn Order, the powerful results were

community of active, dog-loving folks since 2012. It is considered

evident nearly overnight. Utilizing SpotOn Order combined with Order

an institution by the locals. With a menu focused squarely on

with Google, Base Camp Pizza Co. saw their average daily sales climb

handcrafted, ingredient-driven pizzas, and live music 7-days a

by $5,000 during peak tourist season and have since observed sales

week, Base Camp can attract a waitlist as long as 400 during

increases up to $10,000. On top of that, their online order transactions

peak season. So how did this restaurant balance take-out while

increased by more than 27 percent, while the number of online orders

maintaining their heavy influx of dine-in customers?


processed skyrocketed to more than 40 percent.


SpotOn’s Restaurant platform enabled the restaurant to

With SpotOn Order, Base Camp Pizza Co. order
transactions grew by

27%

With SpotOn Order, Base Camp Pizza Co. online orders
processed skyrocketed by

42%

With SpotOn Order, Base Camp Pizza Co. daily sales
increased an average of $5,000 during peak tourist season

$5k

incorporate an all-in-one management solution with online
ordering alongside a host management system that amplified
efficiency by sending all orders right to their POS. Additionally,
by adding SpotOn Order, Base Camp’s online ordering
process became streamlined and expedited.
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According

to Ray Villaman, owner of Base Camp Pizza Co. in

Increased efficiency.

South Lake Tahoe, CA, these were the main contributing factors:

The favorable impact of a seamless, integrated system positively
impacted his staff and his bottom line. “Once your team embraces
Order with Google.

The Order with Google feature immediately channeled orders to
the restaurant. After one week, the result was astounding with 119

technology, they are more satisfied with delivering a great
experience and offer better customer service. When staff becomes
more efficient, the entire operation becomes more efficient,” says
Villaman. 


transactions totaling nearly $8,000 and a check average of $66.


Convenience.
Seamless integration.
SpotOn offered the all-in-one package Villaman was looking for.
“The seamless integration of online orders into the POS and
reports associated with that have been a game-changer for us,”
says Villaman.


By adding in SpotOn Order, waitlisted customers can choose
take-out, bringing convenience and accommodating flexibility,
without losing them as a patron to another establishment. “When
we had a 2.5 hour wait for our in-house dining on July 4th
weekend, people could opt out [of the waitlist] and order online/
takeout,” says Villaman.


Streamlined systems.
Prior to SpotOn, Base Camp’s management system, host system,
and online ordering were done via three different third-party
platforms. “Prior to SpotOn, we were not able to integrate online
ordering and our host management system,” says Villaman.
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Chapter 3.
Closing time.
Look back, plan ahead.

These data points on their own provide insights into how to

With a complete, clear picture, a restaurant operator can easily

reduce costs and boost revenue, but pairing data points

make menu modifications and staffing decisions that reduce

together can offer a deeper level of insight into how to

costs and boost their bottom line.

increase profits.
But who has time? Calculating these numbers and tracking
trends can be extremely time consuming for managers and
operators without the proper tools. With SpotOn reporting

Perhaps the most revealing part of the day for a restaurant

operator is the end of the day. It’s when you can see how much
money was spent and how much money was earned. By

digging into the “where” and the “why,” closing time provides
restaurant owners and operators with a time to reflect and

refocus on the “how” of making tomorrow better. In order to dig
in, though, you need data. 


available via the cloud, operators can access real-time data,
“SpotOn has done a great job capturing the data that
matters most to a restaurant, and making that data front
and center in each report, ensuring it is readily available and
easily digestible.”

even when offsite, either via the website or SpotOn app.
Customize data by period—monthly, daily, or down to hourly.
SpotOn Restaurant’s reporting function provides 90+ interactive
reports—from a 30,000-foot-view (food and labor) to a worm’s
eye view (second best-selling menu item)—with minimal effort

Aimée Diaz

Senior Vice President, Diaz Restaurant Group, Asheville, NC

on the part of the operator. 


To efficiently increase profits and lower costs, restaurants pay
Whether you want to look at your reports on the dashboard,

close attention to the prime costs—costs of goods sold (food and
beverage) and total labor. However, a smart operator knows the

Keen insight from reporting is the lifeline of the restaurant, helping

or enable alerts and email subscriptions, SpotOn’s reporting

devil is in the data. They want to learn: how many items were

operators to understand which sales modalities work best and

and cloud-based technology make it easy to stay connected

voided, how many reservations were no-shows, which servers

when. For instance, you can better understand the performance

to your restaurant wherever you are. For instance, you can set

brought in the highest check averages, what menu items brought

of a particular menu item by looking at the time of day it is sold,

up trigger alerts for when labor costs exceed a certain

in the most sales, what were the most popular add-ons, how long

who is selling it, who is buying it, and—most importantly—which

threshold or to require authorization for check discounts as a

was fulfillment time, who offered the most discounts, who offered

menu item it is most frequently being paired with.




way to mitigate fraud. 



the most comps, and what the tip percentages were. 
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Spotlights

“SpotOn is the only tech partner who gives us the ability to
look at our entire brand as a whole, and have consistency in
resources and reporting across our business areas,” chef
Matthew Kenney explains. “Having access to data and
reporting in easy-to-use formats is always important in a
business that has such slim margins. However it’s critically
important in a company like ours that’s involved in 45 – 50
different venues in multiple cities around the world.
Imagine if we had 45 different service providers in POS and
processing—it would be impossible to pull that data and do
our consolidated reporting that allows us to look at the
company year over year, day over day, even.”

Matthey Kenney
CEO, Matthey Kenney Cuisine, Santa Monica, CA

5 fundamental features of
SpotOn Reporting.
1. Easily digestible.

4. Customizable.

Numbers are visually clear and easily digestible as the Dashboard

Customize data by period—monthly, daily, or hourly. Discover

spotlights sales trends over time, reward redemptions, and more.


by daypart and category. Break down by order type and pick
up on which payments are most used.

2. Up-to-the minute.
Alerts and email subscriptions enable operators and managers to
flag data and stay up-to-the-minute on key financials. For
example, SpotOn clients can set up thresholds in reporting that
trigger alerts when labor costs are over a certain percentage point.


5. Transparent.
SpotOn reporting allows operators to have full transparency of

what’s most important, including fraud. For example, if a server
wants to discount a check by more than $50, managers can

create a threshold that would require their authorization for the
transaction to go through. And this can be programmed to be

3. Accessible.

done remotely. 


With SpotOn reporting available via the cloud, operators can access
real-time data, even when offsite, via the website or SpotOn app.
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Optimize labor and
increase retention.

The real cost of losing an employee.

Earlier in this paper, when we said that the one thing that every

The average cost of turnover per
employee = $5,864

single restaurant needs is people, we were talking about
customers. But “people” encompasses staff, too. Without staff,
service is impossible, which means that profits are impossible.
We are currently in the midst of a labor shortage, which is
compounded by the fact that the restaurant industry is the
second largest employer, next to the U.S. government. With the
vast amount of open positions, competition to attract a good
employee is fierce, and it is especially important to do
everything in your power to keep the good staff members you
already have.


Cornell’s Center for Hospitality Research broke down the
cost of employee turnover.

3%

due to loss pre-departure of $176

20%

of that goes to recruiting a new employee of $1,173

11%

is invested in the selection process of $645

14%

of that expense falls into training costs of $821

52%

productivity loss from employee turnover of $3,049
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78% of restaurateurs reported staffing to
be their biggest current challenge.
Steve Zagor, industry veteran, restaurant consultant, and Adjunct

So, how do you improve employee retention? Make the

Professor at Columbia Business School and New York University,

experience of working at your restaurant as simple and

understands the costs of finding and keeping good employees.

streamlined as possible. In much the same way you seek to

“There are hard costs to training,” Zagor says. This expense is

remove points of friction for customers who could leave a bad

especially apparent when it comes to the kitchen staff. “You have

review or choose to stop patronizing your restaurant, unhappy

to allocate a certain percent of sales that will go to food wasted

employees talk... and they walk. The biggest pain points for staff

or thrown away during training,” Zagor says. 


are typically tipping, payroll, and scheduling. Having a complete
management tool that simplifies tip pooling, payroll, scheduling,
and compliance will save hours of time, optimize labor costs,
reduce staff frustration, and improve employee retention.


“The cost of finding someone, training someone, building
them up so they are productive—you don’t want to lose them
as it is an investment you can’t do without.” In addition to
employee retention being important to operations, he adds,
“Your customers also want to see the same friendly faces.”

Through SpotOn’s Dolce integration, restaurant owners can save
hours by using tip pooling methods. Instead of manually pulling
data from the POS and juggling spreadsheets, the Dolce
integration makes it possible to assign different tip percentages to
different roles, easily and automatically calculate tips at the end
of the night, and export tips directly to payroll or pay cards,
eliminating the need for cash.


Not only is staffing a restaurant’s biggest challenge, it is one of the
largest expenses. Unfortunately, labor costs are only increasing.
From April 2020 to 2021, restaurant workers’ hourly wages
increased by 12 percent, providing further incentive to optimize
the labor pool you do have and retain those employees.
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Spotlights

How SpotOn’s integration
with Dolce optimizes labor
and increases profits.
Currently, SpotOn offers its restaurant clients a Dolce integration

3. Operators receive an added layer of protection

that simplifies the experience for staff and operators.

from compliance issues and future wage claims,

pandemic brought to light how little we are taking care of our

avoiding break violations.

restaurant workers. Leaders need to consider the stress that

or an industry known for extending hospitality to guests, the

F

these front line workers have been under and keep staff
wellbeing and happiness top of mind. One way to do that is

1. Businesses are empowered to schedule labor, assign

having a predictable schedule that makes their lives, and

budgets, and compare in real-time while alerting to

4. Tip pooling methods are streamlined—saving

risk of overtime.

hours of waiting and eliminating the need for cash

yours, more stable in the process. 


by enabling employee gratuities to be exported
directly to payroll or pay cards.
2. Restaurant operators can manage their employees
paid time off and sick time while enabling shift-trading
through a single platform.

. The automation allows restaurants to say goodbye

Bundle Total CC

$0.00

Cash

$0.00

POS Total CC

$0.00

5

Additional Tips

to antiquated tip-out systems, Excel spreadsheets,
and the manual data pull from the POS system.
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“I have a saying, “The answer is yes, now what is the question?”
That’s not just for customers, it’s for my employees too, because I
believe that you have to treat them like family. I developed an
incredible sense of empathy working in the industry. As an owner,
the hard work that goes into a restaurant isn’t an abstract for
me. I’ve experienced it, I recognize it, and I respect it. So, I've
always put my employees above anything. All the financial
success in the world would be meaningless to me without the
connection with people and that is why cultivating a work culture
that values people is so important to me.”
Burt Rapoport
President, Rapoport’s Restaurant Group, Inc.,
Boca Raton, FL

“We know firsthand, it's not just the staffing that's becoming
hard, but it's becoming more challenging to stay compliant with
all the labor laws and regulations. With SpotOn's labor
integrations and acquisition, they're staying true to tackling our
industry's biggest challenges.”
Michael Mina
Chef/Owner, Mina Restaurant Group

In cities like Seattle, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Chicago, New
York, and states like Oregon, predictive scheduling laws mandate
employers maintain reliable schedules or the employer may face
a fine. For instance, in San Francisco if you change an employee’s

As operators and staff know, restaurants do not operate on a
traditional Monday through Friday, 9-to-5 schedule. Restaurants

schedule with less than seven days’ notice, employers are
required to pay 1 to 4 hours of wages.


have multiple dayparts and varying arrival and departure times
for each role in a restaurant. For employees who may be juggling
a day job, attending school or have caretaking obligations for
children or elders, having a flexible schedule and a clear
understanding of their shifts is critical to their well-being.


By integrating everything from projections through point-of-sale,
tips distribution, payroll, and compliance, restaurateurs can save
tremendous amounts of time, create efficiencies, and increase
their profit potential.
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Imagine this...

Restaurant type:
Imagine a casual-dining pizzeria with 35 tables and 8 staff per shift

Manage your employees.

in West Loop, Chicago during the ongoing pandemic.

Scenario and paint points:
One of the biggest challenges I have faced is finding a labormanagement system that works. I currently handle our employee
schedules on paper and stay an hour after closing, counting and

“As the pandemic continues, like many others, we have

distributing tips in Excel. Our employees are dissatisfied if they go

struggled with ways to keep employees happy while

home without their tips for the night, increasing worker turnover

keeping profits up. We needed a system that could

and decreasing productivity. 


track all scheduling, distribute all tips, and help gain
crucial insight into labor costs. With Dolce, we can
monitor clock-ins to avoid extra costs and

SpotOn tech and benefits:

automatically distribute tips based on my pooling rules,
such as time increment, point weighting, or

Now, with Dolce employee management software from SpotOn, I

percentage. Our employees couldn’t be happier, and

can integrate my schedules to my POS, use crucial sales data to see

we’ve been able to reduce turnover.”

labor costs, and manage tip pool distribution. Employees can clock
out quicker, shift trade, and get tips easier, leading to higher
retention—the most crucial goal for many restaurant owners now,
especially with the current labor shortages.
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Gain loyalty.
Find out how other casual-dining
restaurants beat labor shortages
by keeping their employees
happy with SpotOn.

The restaurant experience comes full circle, or at least it

Consistently offering good food and good service is half the

should! We talked about attracting customers, providing an

battle for creating loyal guests. After that, it’s about incentives.

exceptional experience for them, and now...well, we want

People love good food and drinks, but they really love a deal.

them to come back again and again.

Use marketing tools like personalized emails with promotions
to keep in touch with them, keep them thinking about you, and

What you need to do is not only convert new guests into

Calculate profit margins

keep giving them another good reason to return.


regulars, but provide exceptional opportunities to earn their
loyalty. Remember, finding (and keeping) customers is one of
the biggest challenges a restaurant faces, so how does an
operator break through the noise?


arketing wins the day.

M

50%

of campaigns sent by restaurants in 2021
brought additional revenue on the day of
the deal.

$650

Restaurants saw an average increase of
$650 additional dollars on deal day.

24%

SpotOn’s top 3 restaurants sent 18%
more campaigns and saw an increase of
24% in sales.
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Imagine this...
“It used to just be that you needed your cash box, but now we
need data to understand customer behavior. SpotOn is big data
and can help us understand what our customers buy and how to
target them with loyalty and marketing programs.”
George Chen
Founder/CEO, China Live, San Francisco, CA

SpotOn Serve, Counter, Order, and QR codes make it simple
to sign guests up for your digital loyalty program. With
enhanced analytics, restaurants can identify regulars and
reward their loyalty with benefits and experiences to redeem
on their next visit. 


Customer loyalty is key to the restaurant business. A repeat
customer is not only good for the bottom line, they share their
experience on social media, spread the word to friends, and
can serve as a brand evangelist. We know how much weight
people give those stars, recommendations, and reviews—
they matter. Give customers a reason to return or re-order
online, then produce another exceptional experience, and
you’re well on your way to reaching those double digits.



93% of servers successfully linked customer’s
loyalty accounts during checkout.


Growing your business.

“One viral video of our rainbow macaroons was all it took.
My small coffee shop in California was suddenly inundated
with attention. Our social media and website received the
most traction we’ve ever received. I had outdated branding,
a slow-functioning website, and no tracking of customer
insights. SpotOn was able to help me grow with my business.
Their team completely revamped my website and branding,
and I sent out personalized campaigns through their
marketing tool. I was quoted $330/month from one
company, but with SpotOn, I saw I could save $160/month. I
was able to grow my business into more than just a trend.”

As a larger percentage of guests choose off-premise dining,
there is a decrease in the amount of face-time with
customers. Your digital loyalty program creates an
opportunity to recreate that moment of personal connection
and capture vital data to tailor offerings. The best way to earn
and maintain a guest’s loyalty is to be friendly, keep it simple,
and make it personal.
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Restaurant type:
Imagine that you are the owner of a super-sweet quick-service

allowing for more tailored and effective marketing campaigns.

coffee shop in San Diego, CA who’s rainbow macaroons just went

With these native solutions, I can both collect and analyze my

viral on TikTok. You are now facing massive demand and attention

customer data all in one place at the end of the week—something

for your tiny shop from customers new and old and have no plans

that was not possible with the range of different integrations I had

to stop growth.


before. I can grow my business to be more than just a trend. 


Scenario and pain points:

Calculator:

The toughest challenge I’m facing now is how to grow with my
business. I have a website and social media presence showing a
massive spike in interest and traffic, but my branding is entirely

Cost of competitors: up to $823/mo

→

SaaS fee of website: $65/mo

insights, and have no marketing tools to drive repeat visits. 


→

SaaS fee of platform: $25/mo + 10 basis points

→

SaaS fee of marketing: included

→

SaaS fee of Loyalty $65/mo

→

Take the difference to find your savings

By using the SpotOn website, dashboard, marketing, and loyalty
solutions, I was able to both give my online presence a face-lift

Calculate your revenue potential

SpotOn pricing

outdated. I have a slow-functioning website, cannot track customer

SpotOn tech and benefits:

Find out how you can grow your
business with the complete
SpotOn solution.

*Fees are current as of date of publication (May 2022)


and better understand areas for growth. Every week, I monitor my
customers on the SpotOn Dashboard, where I overview the
marketing campaigns that worked and the customers that are
spending a lot. I also know how my customers came to my shop,
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Conclusion.
At the start of this paper, we asked you to consider: What if…

At SpotOn, we’ve built a whole suite of technology designed to

What if it all adds up to the ability to take your family on

restaurants could gain a quarter-point here, a half-point there,

increase revenue and lower costs, so you can earn higher profits.

vacation (probably somewhere with great food)?


and move toward double-digit profit margins?

And its flexibility means you can implement what you need, when
you need it. 


What if there’s more profitability and more possibility than any

Most restaurateurs in America eke out a measly 5 to 7 percent

of us realized?

profit margin. So where is all that hard work and well-earned

Getting to double digits doesn’t have to be some huge overhaul of

profit going, if not to the restaurant’s bottom line? It’s going to

your business. It doesn’t have to be a new concept or business

many areas that are impossible to control like food, labor,

model. It can be steady, deliberate, incremental progress. Think a

When hard work and technology come together, we believe

supplies, and rent, whose costs can vary.

half point here, a quarter-point there. Month after month, the

your restaurant’s profit margin can go from the 5 to 7

points of profit add up. It’s the hard work, but also the smart work. 


percent that you’ve come to expect to the double digits that
you deserve. 


But as we’ve discussed, there are more than a few things you can
control, and which can boost that bottom line. And it’s not a

Hard work paired with the right technology means no more 30

matter of working harder. 


percent app tax on every order. It means turning tables faster
which means happier customers, better tips, and MORE tables to

The reality is hard work alone can’t cut the fees from third-party

ff ff

delivery apps. Hard work alone doesn’t get your sta o the clock
sooner by settling tips faster. Hard work alone won’t get tickets to

ffi

the kitchen and food to your guests more e ciently.


turn. It looks like a loyalty and marketing program that turns a
one-time customer into a once-in-a-lifetime loyal regular. And
like closing out in minutes at the end of the night rather than
hours. By adding technology to your hard work, you can add
another service to your menu. You can add that outdoor patio
space. You can bring on a GM so you can work on adding that

The missing profitability and the missing possibility are tied to one

Talk to a restaurant
tech expert.
Learn more

second location.


missing piece: technology.

P
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